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Background to Taiwan’s double bind 

After decades of impressive growth, Taiwan achieved the status of ‘high-
income economies,’ according to the World Bank’s defnition of approxi-
mately $12,000 gross national income per capita, more than three decades 
ago.1 In so doing, Taiwan experienced an economic miracle. It not only built 
a high-income society with a solid middle class, avoiding the middle-income 
trap that has plagued so many other emerging economies. But even more 
miraculously, the majority of Taiwanese, ordinary workers and elites alike, 
benefted from increasing prosperity creating an unusually high degree of 
equality compared with other economies making the same transition. Dur-
ing its evolution from middle-income to high-income status, Taiwan relied 
primarily on the export of more highly valued products. But today Taiwan 
can no longer compete with countries that are catching up technologically, 
but still enjoy lower labour costs. Taiwan also fnds it diffcult to promote 
innovation or upgrade to still higher value-added services in order to pro-
vide the economic benefts that a wide spectrum of society has come to ex-
pect. Overall, established economic patterns fail to satisfy expectations of 
the voters, whether in aggregate or per capita terms. Furthermore, Taiwan 
also became a new democracy, and the top-down industrial policy-led eco-
nomic planning of the past gave way to a more consensus-driven way of 
policy-making.2 Such participatory politics in a highly democratic society 
has made it diffcult to make the necessary economic trade-offs among pol-
icy alternatives, often leading to political gridlock or oscillating policies. 
The latest trade-off, for example, is the classic one of ‘guns vs. butter,’ be-
cause the pressure to invest more in the military to keep up with the Chinese 
threat complicates Taiwan’s ability to meet these other socio-economic pri-
orities (Newsham 2020). 

Like its other East Asian neighbours, Taiwan’s growth dropped from dou-
ble digit in the 1960–80 to single digit from 1988 to now, except for 2010 in the 
aftermath of the global fnancial crisis. More importantly, wages have stag-
nated for two decades except for some high-skilled workers. Ever since Tai-
wan reached the high-income status, it has struggled to remain competitive. 
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This coincided with cross-Strait two-way trade (excluding Hong Kong) 
growing to become over a ffth of Taiwan’s total trade from 2008 onwards, 
with exports to China reaching an all-time high in 2018 to constitute 29% 
of Taiwan’s total exports. Furthermore, the majority of Taiwan’s cumulative 
foreign direct investments are still in China. In other words, Taiwan escaped 
the middle-income trap only to enter a high-income trap with structural 
problems that include an ageing population, wage stagnation, rising wel-
fare entitlements, infated housing costs, over-regulated markets, and what 
many regard as excessive dependence on China. Furthermore, inequality 
has widened, and social tensions and political unrest are increasing. As in 
other countries caught in the high-income trap, there is a perception that 
the ‘other’ – especially emerging markets and immigrants – are to be blamed 
for job loss, slower growth, and social problems. For Taiwan, however, the 
‘other’ is primarily mainland China, whose insistence on eventual unifca-
tion is seen as an existential threat to many Taiwanese, even though the large 
Chinese economy appears to others to be the most obvious solution for Tai-
wan’s sluggish economic growth. This ‘double bind’ between fearing China 
yet being compelled to integrate with it economically has had important po-
litical implications in Taiwan’s highly democratic environment. Voters have 
been dissatisfed with all the political parties, in terms of both the solutions 
they have proposed to stimulate growth and fairly distribute the gains, and 
their policies towards mainland China. 

After former President Ma Ying-jeou of the Kuomintang (KMT) initiated 
a period of extensive liberalisation of cross-Strait economic relations under 
the fagship Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement (ECFA), signed 
in 2010, Taiwanese voters rejected such a strategy by voting overwhelmingly 
for the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) to control both the executive 
and legislative yuans in 2016 and 2020. Because of the DPP’s historical 
commitment to independence, and its refusal to reassert a commitment to 
unifcation with China, this has led to a cross-Strait stalemate, with Bei-
jing making increasingly assertive efforts to penalise Taiwan economically, 
marginalise it internationally, and pressurise it militarily. Briefy in 2018, 
Taiwanese voters changed their minds and returned 15 KMT mayors out of 
22 cities. However, the newly elected Kaohsiung mayor and 2020 KMT pres-
idential candidate Han Kuo-yu’s surprising emergence and sudden fall by a 
popular recall within two years, together with DPP president Tsai Ing-wen’s 
landslide re-election in 2020, again signalled how quickly Taiwanese voters 
can change their minds. Nonetheless, Han’s appeal – especially his advo-
cacy of closer economic relations with China – highlights the importance of 
such an alternative in the debate on Taiwan’s economic future. 

These dramatic political developments have occurred in the context of 
the combination of Taiwan’s deepening high-income trap, the rising power 
of China, and the consolidation of Taiwanese identity, especially among the 
youngest generations. The resulting double bind simultaneously pulls Tai-
wan both towards China and away from it. As Taiwan’s political leaders face 
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increasing popular demands to escape from the high-income trap, expand-
ing economic ties with China is an option that is economically compelling 
but politically untenable. This is because the island’s citizens want to safe-
guard their Taiwanese identity against growing pressure from Beijing for 
unifcation. Thus, Taiwan’s economic policy continues its historic pattern of 
oscillating between cross-Strait economic liberalisation and restriction (Lin 
2016). While Taiwan has long experienced a version of this China dilemma, 
it is more acute for Tsai’s administration than for any previous government 
because of the diffculty in diversifying Taiwan’s economy to avoid deeper 
dependence on China and the prospect that a challenging global recovery 
from the 2020 pandemic will further dampen Taiwan’s economic growth. 

The frst half of the double bind: Taiwan’s high-income trap in 
the context of East Asia 

Like many other high-income economies, Taiwan’s attainment of high-
income status paradoxically coincided with the start of an economic slow-
down. The decline in growth is the basis of many of the related issues facing 
high-income societies. Reaching high-income status may have been diff-
cult, but maintaining consistent rates of economic growth in order to retain 
that status and deliver welfare benefts to a broad spectrum of society – 
particularly health care, education, and retirement benefts – has proven 
even more challenging (Figure 4.1). 

For nearly fve decades after 1960, only 13 out of 101 economies graduated 
from the middle-income category to high-income status, and the fve East 
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Figure 4.1 Average annual GDP growth rate by decade (– percent), 1962–2019. 
Sources: All data from World Bank, World Development Indicators, except Taiwan’s data 
from Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan, Republic 
of China (DGBAS). 
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Asian economies were the poster children, especially if viewed from a real 
GDP per capita measured by purchasing power parity.3 More countries in 
recent years have joined the high-income ranks and have remained there, 
including Chile, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Poland, and Uruguay. How-
ever, several other countries that attained high-income status have been un-
able to stay there, moving in and out of the category. Croatia, Hungary, and 
Latvia fell out but rejoined, while Russia, Argentina, and Venezuela came 
in, but have subsequently been downgraded to upper-middle-income sta-
tus, where they are now competing with other countries in that status such 
as Malaysia, Kazakhstan, and Turkey which are quickly moving up the 
ladder.4 Having fnally reached high-income status, countries like Taiwan 
must fnd a sustainable path forward. Unless they can continue to grow at 
a consistent rate, they may stall economically or even fall back. Continued 
growth may be necessary to meet rising demand for more benefts, main-
tain national status and military capability. Economically, studies have 
shown that inequality inhibits further growth (Ostry 2014). Furthermore, 
the social and political implications of the high-income trap for the middle 
class in these wealthy societies are far reaching, since uneven distribution 
in favour of the elites leads to political alienation, and growing support for 
extreme political platforms. Faced with rising inequality and high youth 
unemployment, these societies are becoming more polarised as they search 
for potential solutions. 

More fundamentally, the structural factors which have led these econo-
mies into the high-income trap are not easily addressable in the short term 
(Manyika et al. 2015). Although troubled more by defation than asset infa-
tion, Japan, the frst East Asian country to enter the trap, remains deeply 
enmeshed in slow growth, demographic decline, and debt. Other advanced 
economies in Asia, like Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Singapore, 
as well as their counterparts in the West, have also suffered from their own 
versions of the high-income trap. Since 2015, all fve Asian economies grew 
between only 2% and 4% (Figure 4.2). With estimated 2.7% GDP growth in 
2019, Taiwan was actually the best performing economy in this group. But 
with the COVID-19 crisis, all of them are projected to contract, including 
Taiwan whose growth may decline by as much as 4%, according to the IMF.5 

During its eight years in offce, Ma Ying-jeou’s government did make 
a serious effort to address the deep structural problems confronting Tai-
wan’s economy. But Ma’s solution relied on doubling down on economic 
integration with mainland China both to ensure cross-Strait stability and 
to stimulate Taiwan’s economy. During his administration, Ma tried to 
mollify Beijing in order to maintain a stable economic environment, en-
couraging more two-way trade with China as well as permitting Chinese 
investments in Taiwan. Ma reaffrmed the ‘1992 Consensus,’ which ac-
knowledged that Taiwan was part of China and committed Taiwan to 
eventual unifcation with the mainland. He also met China’s President 
Xi Jinping in Singapore just a few months before Taiwan’s January 2016 
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Figure 4.2 Annual GDP growth rate for East Asia (– percent), 2011–19. 
Sources: All data from World Development Indicators, World Bank except Taiwan’s data 
from DGBAS. 

presidential election, the frst Taiwanese president to meet with his main-
land counterpart (Lin and Chung 2018). But the economic results of this 
strategy were unspectacular: GDP growth rate dropped to under 2% in 
Ma’s last two years in offce and Taiwan’s trade surplus with China also 
fell to a ten-year low in 2015. Disappointing economically, Ma’s approach 
was nothing short of disastrous politically: a proposed service trade 
agreement with China, one of the most important elements in his policy 
of promoting deeper integration with the mainland, could not be ratifed 
because of mass protest, and then the KMT lost the presidency and con-
trol of the Parliament to the DPP in 2016. 

To make matters worse, China’s own economic growth has begun to slow 
as it enters its own middle-income trap, reducing the prospect that China 
can serve as an engine of growth for Taiwan. This situation has been exac-
erbated by U.S.-China rivalry: the trade war threatens the proftability of 
Taiwanese manufacturers in China who export goods to the United States, 
and the technology war and export controls on sensitive technology have 
compelled Taiwanese businesses, particularly in the semiconductor indus-
try, to stop taking Chinese orders. After the global fnancial crisis, Taiwan’s 
economy recovered gradually and under the DPP since 2016, growth has 
been higher than in other East Asian high-income economies, yet it has 
been under 3%. Expectations need to be adjusted to anticipate around the 
same level of growth for the long term, if not lower when there are crises like 
the pandemic (Liu 2020). And reliance on China has been slow to drop. Due 
to rising costs and the trade war, Taiwanese investments in China have de-
clined, but trade has kept growing and in 2018 under President Tsai Taiwan’s 
trade surplus with China reached nearly $97 billion – an all-time high. 
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Economically, Taiwan has been seeking to enhance value-added manu-
facturing, focusing on the digital economy and software in order to move 
beyond the lower-end information communications technology industry 
that has dominated its export economy thus far. However, higher costs, 
lack of innovation, and increasing competition from emerging markets, in-
cluding lower-income and middle-income countries, are producing obsta-
cles that seem insurmountable (Liu and Shih 2013). Moreover, in a fully 
democratic Taiwan, public pressure has mounted for a fairer distribution of 
economic gains to wider segments of society. While the whole country has 
become more affuent, inequality has grown as Taiwan has become more 
integrated into the global value chain because the benefts have gone dispro-
portionately to large corporations and elites (Chi and Kwon 2012; Lee and 
Lin 2017). More and more people fnd it a struggle to maintain their stand-
ards of living even as a small segment of the population becomes extremely 
wealthy. 

The combination of slower growth, wage stagnation, and growing ine-
quality has a serious political impact on high-income economies.6 Several 
interrelated trends occur when the overall economy becomes less competi-
tive: terms of trade become less favourable, technological change becomes 
accelerated, enriching a small group of elites rather than the middle class, 
and economic returns become increasingly skewed towards business own-
ers rather than workers. While other East Asian economies have also seen 
real wage growth slow since 2000, the gap between economic growth and 
wage growth has been much greater in Taiwan, as refected in the declining 
share of labour compensation as a percentage of GDP (Figure 4.3). After the 
global fnancial crisis, Taiwanese workers suffered even more; even though 
productivity was increasing, real wages did not keep pace and unemploy-
ment rose (Huang and Huang 2020). Average real wage levels for Taiwanese 
in eight out of 19 sectors have been negative since 2000, especially in export-
oriented manufacturing. The only sectors where wages grew signifcantly 
were related to services, including fnance, hospitality, and leisure. 

In an effort to sustain growth, governments of high-income Asian econ-
omies have resorted to quantitative easing with interest rates kept low for 
a prolonged period of time – more than two decades in Japan. Elsewhere 
around the world, low interest rates have also been made possible partly be-
cause of low infation, due largely to cheap imports from China (The Econ-
omist 2004). After each fnancial crisis and the 2020 pandemic, it became 
compelling to keep interest rates low to stimulate the economy, and quanti-
tative easing became the norm. Under competitive pressure, more and more 
markets adopted such loose monetary policies and no country wanted to be 
the frst to tighten (Shirakawa 2019). But monetary stimulus policies are less 
effective in high-income societies like those in East Asia with shrinking la-
bour forces, ageing populations, and declining household consumption. Yet 
as such a policy became prevalent around the world, it produced a vicious 
cycle where economies do not recover and rates can never be raised. Few 
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Compensation of Employees as % of GDP, Taiwan, 1981-2017 
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Figure 4.3 Compensation of employees as percentage of GDP, Taiwan, 1981–2017. 
Source: DGBAS. 

have confdence that change will actually happen because of the entrenched 
nature of these global fnancial patterns (Palley 2013). 

The unhappy result of low interest rates has been asset infation and rising 
levels of household debt. The cost of living in Asian cities has risen mark-
edly, with housing becoming completely unaffordable for young adults, 
more than a third of whom live with their parents (Chow 2016). Government 
statistics of 2018 show that in order to purchase a median price apartment 
in Taipei, one would have to save more than 15 years of income in order to 
do so without leverage (Figure 4.4). Therefore, families have had to resort 
to heavy debt in order to purchase a home and household indebtedness as 
a percentage of GDP has risen to be one of the highest in Asia, exceeding 
80% since 2004 (Central Bank of the Republic of China 2019) (Figure 4.5). 

The problems produced by low interest rates and accommodative mone-
tary policy are intertwined with the consequences of increasing fnancialisa-
tion, whereby the fnancial sector has become a more important part of the 
economy (Davis and Kim 2015). Capital gains through asset appreciation 
and other forms of unearned income have become more important than 
earned income, which also benefts large companies and older generations 
who are asset-rich (Palley 2013). And fnancial institutions have more infu-
ence over the economy compared with the manufacturing industry, thereby 
creating the ‘Wall Street vs. Main Street’ divide. Global capital fows con-
tinue to increase, new fnancial instruments keep emerging, and regulation 
tightens in order to rein in the speculators. Paradoxically, market risks and 
contagion still spread, while global over-regulation has strangled the eff-
cient functioning of fnancial institutions especially in emerging economies. 

The most important implication of asset infation and fnancialisation is 
rising inequality, which is evident in all high-income economies (Lin and 
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Figure 4.4 Housing price to income ratio for major cities, 2018–19. 
Sources: Data from Ministry of the Interior, Republic of China for Taipei; data from Gov-
ernment of the Republic of Korea for Seoul. Other data from the Demographia International 
Housing Affordability Survey. 
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Figure 4.5 Total household debt as percentage of GDP in East Asia, 2002–19. 
Sources: Data for Taiwan from Central Bank, Republic of China; other data from the Bank 
for International Settlements. 

Tomaskovic-Devey 2013). As already noted, the real economic miracle Tai-
wan experienced during its high-growth decades was not just growth itself, 
but also the emergence of the middle class and a more equitable society. To-
day, in contrast, Taiwanese are experiencing unprecedented levels of income 
and wealth disparity. After integrating more with China economically and 
socially, Taiwan’s inequality began to rise much more dramatically. Gov-
ernment fgures show that the income of the highest 20% of households in 
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recent years is now six times that of the lowest 20%, compared with only 
four times in 1976. Although Taiwan’s inequality, as measured through its 
Gini coeffcient of 0.338 in 2018, appears more moderate than Hong Kong or 
Singapore, the fnancial crises in 2001 and 2009 have worsened the plight of 
the low-income families which take much longer to recover from economic 
distress (DGBAS 2019). 

Unskilled workers and young people have been most adversely affected 
by these symptoms of the high-income trap. Youth unemployment has been 
two to three times the average unemployment rate in Taiwan for the last 
decade. In 2019, the unemployment rate for ages 15 to 24 was 11.88%, which 
was three times higher than the average unemployment rate of 3.73%. With 
poor prospects in terms of jobs and fnding affordable housing, young peo-
ple are getting married later and not having children. This contributes to a 
demographic decline which is not reversible in the short term and extremely 
harmful for advanced economies in the long term. The decline in popula-
tion contributes to lower productivity and consumption: compensating for 
such declines is diffcult even with innovation and technology, which in fact 
may lead to further job loss and reduced demand. 

Like Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and South Korea, Taiwan will soon 
face an absolute decline in population, exceeding the pace of decline in 
Japan or the United States. Since 2001, Taiwan’s fertility has remained at 
or below 1.3–1.4 children per woman. Taiwan had the lowest fertility rate 
in the world in 2010 at a mere 0.9 and offcial projections show that overall 
population will begin to decline, starting in 2020 (Figure 4.6). Meanwhile, 
because of an excellent healthcare system, Taiwanese longevity for both 
men and women continues to improve, putting life expectancy on Taiwan 
among the top in Asia (Figure 4.7). With lower fertility and improved lon-
gevity, by 2026 Taiwan will have become a super-aged nation, defned as 
societies with over 20% of its population older than 65 years. By 2065, that 
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Figure 4.6 Rate of natural population increase in East Asia, 1990–2018. 
Sources: Data of Taiwan from DGBAS; the rest from World Development Indicators, World 
Bank. The rate of natural population increase (RNI) is calculated by subtracting the crude 
death rate from the crude birth rate. 
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Figure 4.7 Median age of total population in East Asia, 1970–2050. 
Source: Population Division, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations 
(2019). 

percentage will have reached 40% and overall population will have declined 
by 20%–30% compared with 2018. More importantly, the work force will 
have declined by half to 8.6 million people, constituting less than half of 
the total population (Liao 2018). Because of limited immigration, the key to 
reversing Taiwan’s demographic and productivity decline may lie in having 
more educated women join the workforce, which in some countries actually 
leads to higher fertility (Cheng and Loichinger 2017 Loichinger and Cheng 
2018). While women are becoming more educated in Taiwan, female labour 
participation, especially in the private sector, and fertility both remain per-
sistently low. And the government has been slow to adopt a comprehensive 
set of policy solutions (Cheng and Hsu 2020). 

Population decline will not only dampen economic growth, but also place 
heavy burdens on the welfare and retirement systems, which are expected 
to become insolvent in a few years for civil servants, military veterans, and 
retirees (The Economist 2017). Similarly, Taiwan’s highly lauded and seem-
ingly affordable single-payer healthcare system may also be unsustaina-
ble (Qi 2017). Since Taiwan’s national health programme was overhauled 
in 1995, analysts have touted it as a model for others. However, with the 
projected population structure and recent increased spending on curbing 
COVID-19, the government will have to either cut back on the comprehen-
siveness of care or increase the share citizens must pay in the future (Scott 
2020). This will be accentuated by the pandemic, especially given the high 
level of service the Taiwan government has delivered. 

As a result of these negative economic and demographic developments, 
entitlements will have to be curtailed, which will entail sacrifces that will be 
hard for a democracy to accept. Slower growth, stagnating wages, growing 
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inequality, and reduced benefts will produce political polarisation as more 
people see themselves as ‘losers.’ Many young and working-class Taiwan-
ese blame global economic integration, especially with China, for Taiwan’s 
growing inequality and job losses, even as they perceive business elites to 
have gained tremendously since China opened its economy to Taiwanese 
investments. 

The second half of the double bind: the emergence of a 
Taiwanese national identity 

At the same time that Taiwan struggles with the high-income trap, con-
sensus has been building on a distinct Taiwanese identity, in terms of both 
preferred national status and self-identifcation. This process has been un-
derway for decades, despite frst the KMT’s use of national education and 
later Beijing’s use of carrots and sticks to encourage the restoration and 
maintenance of a Chinese identity (Lin 2016). Since polling on the subject 
began more than two decades ago, support for immediate unifcation has 
never been more than in the low single digits, and the percentage of people 
who call themselves exclusively ‘Chinese,’ who are the most likely to support 
some form of unifcation, has also been in that same range for more than a 
decade. The latest polls show 87% in favour of autonomy, with only 5.1% 
favouring ‘maintain status quo, move toward unifcation’ and a mere 0.7% – 
an all-time low – favouring ‘immediate unifcation.’7 In terms of self-
identifcation, respondents who identify as exclusively Taiwanese reached a 
new high at 67%, compared with a new low of 2.4% for those who say they 
are exclusively Chinese.8 

Furthermore, the backlash against globalisation or economic liberali-
sation has been specifcally directed at economic integration with China. 
In 2014, the largest student-led protest in Taiwan’s history, the Sunfower 
Movement, succeeded in blocking a service trade agreement that would 
have promoted greater cross-Strait economic integration, but was perceived 
as leading to more inequality and benefting mainly the elites. That agree-
ment aroused anger and opposition because of the risk that it would allow 
massive Chinese investments to dominate many industries in Taiwan that 
consist primarily of small and medium businesses, including printers, ho-
tels and hair salons. The agreement would also potentially have permitted 
the migration of Chinese managers and workers to staff those investments, 
possibly worsening the plight of Taiwanese workers by eliminating jobs and 
suppressing wages. But beyond these economic grievances, some also saw 
the prospect of immigration from the mainland as threatening Taiwanese 
values and paving the way for unifcation (Ho 2019). To many, the proposed 
agreement was the epitome of KMT’s policy to open the economic gate to 
China at the expense of Taiwan’s working class and younger generations. 

A few months after the protest, the KMT suffered a great loss in the 
November 2014 local elections. The DPP won 13 out of 22 contested seats, 
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and an independent candidate, Ko Wen-je, defeated the KMT contender to 
win the Taipei mayoral election. Two years later, in the 2016 national elec-
tions, the DPP gained control of both the executive and legislative branches 
for the frst time in history. The party’s presidential candidate, Tsai Ing-wen, 
became the frst woman head of state or government in Asia who did not 
come from a political legacy family. A new political party, the New Power 
Party, elected fve frst-time legislators, all of whom were associated with 
the Sunfower Movement and embodied progressive political views and a 
strong Taiwanese identity. After a turbulent frst term, in her second bid for 
presidency in January 2020 President Tsai won 8.17 million votes, the largest 
number ever received by any Taiwanese presidential candidate, and the DPP 
retained its majority in the legislature in a landslide victory. Another new 
party formed by Taipei Mayor Ko Wen-je, the Taiwan People’s Party, won 
fve seats as well. A younger generation, all born on Taiwan and raised in the 
shadow of China, was a driving force in these electoral changes. They did 
not believe that President Ma’s proposed solution of deeper economic ties 
with China would create the kind of growth they desired for Taiwan: equi-
table, sustainable, and not dependent on China. For the youngest Taiwan-
ese, the sense of national identity is very different from their elders. They 
are overwhelmingly Taiwanese with few if any identifying as Chinese, and 
they want to retain the way of life associated with living in a prosperous 
and democratic country. Moreover, many of them assert their distinctive so-
cial, economic, and political identities in ways that differentiate them from 
young people in China, as well as from their parents at home (Lin 2019a). 
Economically, they question the need to prioritise growth over equity and 
sustainability. Socially, they want Taiwan to become inclusive and support 
same-sex marriages. Politically, they mistrust existing institutions and po-
litical parties, and are generally less loyal to the major parties, compared 
with older generations. Furthermore, they care more about Taiwan being 
respected and recognised internationally and less about how it might chal-
lenge the so-called ‘status quo.’ 

They can be called ‘pragmatic idealists,’ in that they remain motivated by 
economic opportunities and want to have the option of working or study-
ing in China, but do not want to move to China permanently and insist on 
safeguarding Taiwan’s democratic way of life. They are eager for Taiwan to 
compete in the Olympics, participate in international organisations such as 
the World Health Organization, and change even established brands such as 
‘China Airlines’ to something with ‘Taiwan’ in the name (Chang and Holt 
2014). Their support of Taiwan’s legalisation of same-sex marriage – the frst 
Asian country to do so – refects their view that Taiwanese identity should be 
inclusive and pluralistic, distinct from a Chinese identity which is increas-
ingly ethnic and state-monopolised. Indeed, when legalising same-sex mar-
riage, Taiwan’s leaders, in the judiciary, executive, and legislative branches, 
were responding to eager young voters who demanded that President Tsai 
fulfl her campaign promise.9 While older generations remain focused on 
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economic prosperity and have strong ideological views on China, young 
people prefer candidates who are frmly Taiwanese with strong commitment 
to progressive values, but are result-oriented in governance, and pragmatic 
about cross-Strait relations. Even if China is not their top choice as a place 
to live and work, they want to have the choice just like young people any-
where else. Politically, the experience of living and studying in China has 
not made them more supportive of unifcation, and in some cases, they have 
actually become more opposed to it (Lu 2018). To younger generations, 
there is no contradiction in working in China but supporting a more auton-
omous and separate Taiwan. Many of them simply regard China as another 
foreign country that presents a complex blend of opportunity and threat to 
their homeland. 

As Taiwan forged this consensus over national identity, extreme ver-
sions of cross-Strait economic policy, such as extensive restriction or full 
liberalisation, faded from election campaigns. And as Taiwanese identity 
consolidated, its salience also declined from being a consideration that was 
explicitly present in every political debate to becoming a shared value that 
can normally be taken for granted but must be defended when threatened 
externally (Lin 2016). In recent elections, Taiwanese have rejected leaders 
whose cross-Strait economic policies they perceived as allowing the main-
land to threaten or undermine Taiwan’s identity and values. Although not 
wanting to be excluded from opportunities in mainland China, more voters 
now support the diversifcation of Taiwan’s economy away from China as 
espoused by the DPP, especially under the current intense competition be-
tween the United States and China. 

DPP’s response to the double bind 

As soon as Tsai was elected in 2016, she began to adopt new approaches to 
Taiwan’s high-income trap that would also show her desire to protect Tai-
wan’s consolidated identity. Tsai’s inaugural speech listed the economic 
challenges facing Taiwan and announced several initiatives to fnd other 
sources of economic growth. The most notable was the launch of the New 
Southbound Policy (NSP), aimed at diversifying Taiwan’s trade and in-
vestment away from China and towards ASEAN and ten other countries 
in South Asia and Australasia. With a combined population exceeding 
two billion, these countries already constituted nearly a ffth of Taiwan’s 
trade and outbound investment (Marston and Bush 2018). Furthermore, 
in recent years, many Taishang (Taiwanese businesses in mainland China), 
as well as Chinese and foreign companies, have already moved from in-
creasingly costly coastal cities in China to inland cities or to New South-
bound countries where costs are lower and growth potential is higher. The 
NSP was intended to encourage this trend by upgrading Taiwan’s eco-
nomic and political relations with these countries even in the absence of 
diplomatic ties. The policy differs from Lee Teng-hui’s earlier ‘go south’ 
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policy in 1994 in that it emphasises comprehensive relations with New 
Southbound countries, including not only economic ties but also public 
diplomacy programmes, student exchanges, and economic and technical 
assistance on issues where Taiwan can offer best practices, from demo-
cratic governance, public health, to women’s empowerment. The policy 
also promotes the social integration of immigrants from these countries, 
although still largely limited to foreign brides (Glaser et al. 2018). While 
migrant workers and domestic helpers and white-collar professionals are 
being encouraged to work temporarily in Taiwan, there is no comprehen-
sive immigration scheme to provide permanent residence or fully absorb 
them into Taiwanese society. 

During the frst three years of implementation, NSP has shown some 
notable results contributing to Taiwan’s steady growth including record 
exports. Flows of tourists from New Southbound countries grew by 57%, 
which contributed to an increase in Taiwan’s total tourist arrivals despite a 
decline in the number of Chinese tourists. Two-way trade and investments 
increased substantially in the frst two years but have levelled off, partly due 
to closing off during COVID-19. Taiwan’s NSP will be further enhanced 
by the Free and Open Indo-Pacifc strategy adopted by the United States 
and Japan, which is expected to create more opportunities for cooperation 
and collaboration within the region (United States Department of Defense 
2019). Overall, diversifcation has been driven not only by Tsai’s policy, but 
also because of the U.S.-China rivalry, which has compelled key elements in 
the global supply chain to diversify away from China. 

The NSP was originally viewed in tandem with other avenues for diver-
sifying Taiwan’s international economic relationships. One of these was 
to gain membership in the Trans-Pacifc Partnership (TPP). Originally in-
tended as a highly demanding, ‘gold standard’ free trade agreement link-
ing 12 economies in the Asia-Pacifc Region, negotiating the TPP was one 
of the biggest diplomatic accomplishments of the Obama administration 
and part of its ‘pivot’ or ‘rebalancing’ to Asia. Taiwan was not included 
among the original 12 signatories and meeting the stringent requirements 
and overcoming Beijing’s almost certain objections to its membership would 
have been extremely diffcult. However, Taipei still hoped to be included in 
a future round of negotiations when additional economies could be invited 
to join (Bush 2014). This avenue was dealt a major blow when the Trump ad-
ministration withdrew from the TPP, as part of its general scepticism about 
free trade agreements. The successor agreement, the Comprehensive and 
Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacifc Partnership (CPTPP), which the 
remaining 11 economies have agreed to join, continues to offer Taiwan some 
hope. But Taiwan must convince all 11 remaining signatories, now led by Ja-
pan, to include Taiwan in future rounds and then to admit it to membership. 
Taiwan will have particular diffculties negotiating trade agreements with 
Japan because of Taiwan’s restrictions on imports of Japanese food from 
fve prefectures affected by the Fukushima nuclear leak. China will almost 
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certainly try to block Taiwan’s accession unless Taipei endorses the 1992 
Consensus and China is able to join at the same time. 

Taiwan may have a better chance of forging a separate bilateral free trade 
and investment agreement with the United States, given the growing sym-
pathies in Washington for upgrading ties with Taiwan as the American 
relationship with Beijing deteriorates. But again, Taiwan’s restrictions on 
imported beef and pork from the United States have impeded trade negoti-
ations for years (Taiwan News 2019). Given the high price that some sectors 
of the Taiwanese economy would have to pay to meet Washington’s condi-
tions and the lack of resolve on the part of USTR to meet Taiwan half-way, 
the prospects for success are still dim. 

In addition to these efforts to fnd new economic partners, Tsai has also 
implemented long-needed domestic reforms in order to get Taiwan out of 
the high-income trap. To ease the welfare burden on future generations, Tsai 
used much of her political capital in her frst term to push through a pension 
reform that would reduce the payout to retired military service members, 
civil servants, and teachers. According to offcial forecasts, the pension 
fund for veterans and public school teachers will default by 2030, unless it is 
restructured (Chang 2016). Opposition to the reform was much greater than 
imagined and contributed to the DPP’s loss in the 2018 local elections. 

Taking pride in being a champion of labour rights, the DPP also rolled 
out a package of labour reforms that were intended to introduce a fve-day 
workweek, limit working hours, and raise the minimum wage. But because 
of lack of consultation with relevant stakeholders and haphazard execution, 
the initial reforms were poorly designed and had to be revised soon after 
to appease businesses (Snyder and Lien 2018). The amended version of the 
reforms provoked even stronger opposition, with demands for a long list of 
clauses and exemptions that favoured employers. Overall, the reform did not 
have the effect Tsai intended and dissatisfed both employers and employees. 
Moreover, the reforms were badly implemented and have been widely seen 
as a failure. Some labour groups actually believe that the reform may have 
reversed decades of work to improve workers’ rights (Hioe 2017). 

Other well-intentioned reforms also led to controversy because the Tsai 
administration was unable to create a consensus over the trade-offs in-
volved. These included efforts to develop a long-term energy policy that 
would phase out nuclear power by 2025 and promote environmental sus-
tainability. The controversy led to a referendum in November 2018 that 
effectively retained nuclear energy rather than end its use. The DPP had 
campaigned for years under the promise to terminate Taiwan’s nuclear pro-
gramme, which generates nearly a ffth of Taiwan’s power, and specifcally 
to stop the operation of the fourth nuclear power plant, especially after the 
Fukushima crisis. But the proposed phase-out of nuclear power has raised 
several issues in recent years that cannot be easily resolved. First, Taiwan is 
a net energy importer and energy security is particularly important. Even 
though Taiwan has the potential to develop wind and solar energy, complete 
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reliance on renewable energy is not realistic in the short term, so the only 
alternative to nuclear power is the greater use of carbon fuels (Freschi 2018). 
And the side effects of increased carbon emissions, especially air pollution, 
are unacceptable to businesses, environmentalists, and residents, and con-
tinue to ignite intense public disagreement even between local and central 
government (Chao et al. 2020). Moreover, government budgets are highly 
constrained, which will only obstruct solutions to the problem. 

To escape the high-income trap by enhancing economic competitiveness 
and promoting higher value-added industries, Tsai also initiated a ‘5+2 In-
dustrial Innovation Plan,’ frst to invest in the internet of things, the biomed-
ical industry, green energy technology, smart machinery, and the defence 
industry, and then in two more sectors that were added later: high-value ag-
riculture and the circular economy. The ‘5+2 Plan’ was complemented by a 
Forward-Looking Infrastructure Development Programme that focuses on 
railway projects, water management, urban and rural development, the dig-
ital economy, and green energy. All these efforts are expected to create jobs 
and improve environmental sustainability – important priorities for young 
people – as well as to accelerate economic growth. But increasingly, these 
stimuli and restructuring plans sound like propaganda slogans with routine 
bureaucratic implementation and few concrete results. 

Moreover, these government programmes to upgrade the economy and 
promote innovation must be matched by domestic and foreign investments. 
In the short term, there has been a signifcant return of investments from 
the mainland to Taiwan, driven by the rising costs on the mainland and the 
risks created by the U.S.-China trade war, and encouraged by a repatriation 
policy that includes subsidies for loans and favourable tax regime (Ihara 
2020). Approvals for incoming investments under the ‘Welcoming Taiwan-
ese Businesses to Return to Invest in Taiwan Action Plan’ have reached one 
trillion NTD dollars (over US$33 billion) (InvesTaiwan 2020). However, 
these are only commitments, some of which have not been funded, and rep-
resent only a portion of a cumulative total of over US$180 billion Taiwanese 
investments in China. 

It is also widely recognised that there are structural constraints to upgrad-
ing Taiwan’s economy that neither domestic nor foreign investment alone 
can remove. Attracting private investment will require further reform in f-
nancial regulation and the creation of a larger pool of talent trained to meet 
market needs. The latter will require several structural reforms starting with 
overhauling the education system to better prepare young people to contrib-
ute to a democratic society and competitive economy. Furthermore, Taiwan 
must attract more high-quality foreign professionals and immigrants. Tsai 
has introduced measures to ease restrictions on employing foreign workers 
but a fuller review of immigration policy is also necessary because it is per-
haps the only solution to several of Taiwan’s dire problems, including an 
ageing population, a declining labour force, and lack of innovation (Chang 
2019). However, the infux of temporary migrant workers in factories that 
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cannot attract Taiwanese workers has already created high levels of oppo-
sition. Even though Taiwan has already become a more multi-ethnic soci-
ety with more than half a million foreign spouses naturalised, government 
agencies and politicians alike do not see the possibility of introducing large-
scale immigration reforms (National Immigration Agency 2018). 

Another problem is that Taiwan’s fnancial markets are highly regulated 
and domestic fnancial institutions are severely constrained for foreign in-
vestors. Relative to other high-income economies, Taiwan has had diffculty 
attracting foreign investments, especially those from multinational cor-
porations which can upgrade Taiwan’s economy with jobs and know-how. 
Allowing Chinese investment into Taiwan would be an easier alternative 
solution, but it would be strongly opposed. And it has not been widely dis-
cussed since Ma Ying-jeou proposed that Taiwan become an ‘Asia Pacifc 
Financial Centre’ in 2008 and further liberalised mainland investments in 
100 sectors in 2009. The 2010 ECFA was intended to promote a cross-Strait 
fnancial industry with a series of Memorandums of Understanding that 
would have lifted restrictions and liberalised regulations on both sides. The 
most important of these reforms was to allow direct investment in each oth-
er’s fnancial industry, including the banking, insurance, and securities in-
dustries. There was even the prospect that Taipei would become an RMB 
offshore centre (Lin 2013). But all such hopes were dashed when the 2014 
service trade agreement, which would have enacted these MOUs and given 
Taiwanese banks preferential terms to invest in China, was shelved follow-
ing the 2014 mass protests. 

Due to these obstacles, the government’s goals of moving Taiwan into 
the digital economy with more value-added manufacturing and higher-end 
technology in a fnancial dynamic environment will take years to achieve. 
At the same time, an increased tension between the United States and China 
has been challenging to navigate, especially in terms of economic and secu-
rity relations between Taiwan and the superpowers. 

In terms of economic relations, Taiwanese frms and Taishang in China 
have been concerned about becoming unintended victims of the increased 
tariffs imposed on Chinese exports, as well as global tariffs across several 
industries which would hurt Made-in-Taiwan products, too (Horton 2018). 
In the short term, the initial stage of decoupling of the global supply chain 
may have benefted Taiwan due to both trade diversion and the reshoring 
of Taiwan’s overseas companies (Tan 2020). However, the U.S.-China rivalry 
and the softening of global demand for Taiwanese products under COVID-19 
will eventually hurt Taiwan given its concentration on the export of infor-
mation and communications technology industry (Feigenbaum and Smith 
2020). This will especially be the case if OEM manufacturers are pressured 
to move out of China, refuse Chinese orders, and invest in the United States 
to help onshoring as TSMC has done in an ever-intensifying technology war 
(Sullivan-Walker 2020). Even with heavy subsidies, the cost of production in 
the United States is likely to be signifcantly higher than in Taiwan and China. 
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In terms of security, even as the United States appears more supportive 
of Taiwan than ever, Taiwan cannot rely exclusively on American interven-
tion, but needs to spend more on defence to face rising PLA capability and 
assertiveness just when its fscal resources are become more constrained. In 
2019, Taiwan spent more than $10 billion in purchasing advanced weapons 
from the United States, and it is likely to purchase more in the future. Tsai 
has also initiated an indigenous defence industrial programme to produce 
Taiwan’s own submarines and air fghters and become more self-suffcient 
(Axe 2020). 

KMT’s response to the high-income trap 

As it tries to escape from the unfamiliar status of being a true opposition 
party – without control of any branch of the Taiwanese government – the 
KMT will have to decide how to compete with the DPP in developing solu-
tions to Taiwan’s high-income trap. As a political party, the KMT has strong 
connections with large corporations and local interests alike and has always 
prided itself with well-educated and experienced leaders who understand 
the economy. Conversely, although far more supportive of both democra-
tisation and Taiwanisation, the DPP has never campaigned with the econ-
omy as its priority, nor have DPP leaders demonstrated superior leadership 
in economic stewardship. During Tsai’s frst term, her administration was 
widely criticised for inexperience and poor judgement in carrying out do-
mestic reforms. Furthermore, because Tsai refused to reconfrm the 1992 
Consensus, Beijing ended offcial cross-Strait dialogue immediately and 
aggressively courted countries to terminate their diplomatic relations with 
Taiwan, ending the so-called ‘diplomatic truce’ that had existed during the 
Ma administration.10 Economically, Beijing also began to punish Taiwan 
by reducing the fow of Chinese tourists, hitting the travel, hotel, and retail 
sectors hard.11 With Beijing stepping up the pressure, the KMT campaigned 
heavily on the idea that voting for the DPP was damaging to Taiwan eco-
nomically and threatened Taiwan’s security. The KMT promised that it 
would restore stability in the Taiwan Strait and bring more prosperity to 
the Taiwanese people by accommodating Beijing and returning to the 1992 
Consensus. 

Thus in 2018, after only two years of national governance by the DPP, 
KMT had a strong comeback in the local elections for mayors. Not only did 
KMT win in a majority of the cities, but it was able to capture the mayoralty 
of Kaohsiung, which had been a DPP stronghold for 20 years. Much of what 
Taiwan’s voters had given to the DPP in 2014 and 2016 they took away in 
2018. The shocking victory by Han Kuo-yu in Kaohsiung is attributed by 
most analysts to his pledge to fnd a way out for the city’s distressed econ-
omy by working more closely with China. And after 20 years of the DPP at 
the city’s helm and an increasing gap between Taipei and Kaohsiung, Kao-
hsiung voters decided they wanted a change. There was also disappointment 
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with Tsai’s labour, pension, and energy reforms which, however necessary 
they may have been, had hurt many local interest groups. 

Voters in Kaohsiung were therefore attracted by Han’s campaign, which 
squarely focused on the city’s economic problems (Horton 2019). As a 
second-generation Mainlander from New Taipei City and a KMT outsider, 
Han did not focus on either national identity or party identifcation in his 
campaigning. Instead, his emphasis was on the economy, with the campaign 
slogan ‘Sell goods outside! Welcome people to Kaohsiung! Kaohsiung will 
prosper greatly!’12 His platform was to bring Kaohsiung to the world, in-
crease exports, bring in tourists, create more jobs, and make Kaohsiung 
great again. 

Han’s strategy of globalising the city’s economy undeniably appealed to 
some voters and restoring relations with China was clearly a particular pri-
ority. Han proposed a free economic zone in order to attract more Chinese 
inbound investments. As soon as Han was elected mayor, in March 2019, 
he visited Hong Kong, Macao, Shenzhen, and Xiamen, and met with the 
directors of Beijing’s liaison offce in both special administrative regions. 
But with little experience, Han lacked a strategy on how Taiwan could ad-
dress the double bind of taking advantage of the opportunities China of-
fers without harming its autonomy, democracy, and freedom. Moreover, 
during Han’s short tenure as mayor, he was unable to show immediate re-
sults in turning around the city’s economic fortune. He was also seen as 
an opportunist since he essentially abandoned his mayoral responsibili-
ties within six months in order to launch a presidential election campaign. 
Han not only lost the presidential election in January 2020, but by June, he 
had been removed from offce in Taiwan’s frst successful mayoral recall 
(Huang et al. 2020). 

For the KMT, the disastrous defeat in the 2020 general elections and 
Han’s recall as Kaohsiung’s mayor refected the rejection of both the idea of 
unifcation and the specifc “One Country, Two Systems” (OCTS) model un-
der which Hong Kong is governed. However, the voters may not have com-
pletely turned away from KMT’s policy to accommodate China in order to 
get Taiwan out of the high-income trap. As the opposition party, the KMT 
increased its representation in the legislature to 38 seats in 2020. Many KMT 
veterans believe that Beijing’s pressure on Taiwan to accept unifcation as 
an eventual goal, and the economic benefts China is dangling in front of 
the Taiwanese, may eventually persuade them to recognise and accept the 
inevitable, if not enthusiastically embrace it as a brighter future for Taiwan. 
Furthermore, many KMT supporters believe the Trump Administration to 
be unreliable, just as previous U.S. administrations had betrayed Taiwan in 
the past for the sake of its relationship with China (Copper 2020). This may 
explain why there was a slight increase in support for unifcation in 2018, 
and why the KMT still enjoys solid support among some members of the 
older generations, especially when the DPP’s long-term economic perfor-
mance and its ability to manage cross-Strait relations remain in doubt. 
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Going forward, however, the KMT’s challenge is not just to retain the 
support of the elderly, but also how to win over the younger generations. In 
a 2020 June poll by the Taiwan Public Opinion Foundation, not a single re-
spondent in the age group of 20–24 supported the KMT (Chang 2020). The 
KMT has begun looking for a way to redefne the 1992 Consensus in order 
to appeal to young voters, while maintaining the reputation that it can guide 
with the economy better than the DPP (Drun 2020). 

Meanwhile, the DPP will continue to be challenged by economic issues. 
Although it won in a landslide in 2020, promoting Taiwan’s economic recov-
ery from COVID-19 will be diffcult. Ironically, Taiwan was shielded from 
the spread of the virus from China because of Beijing’s punitive measures 
to restrict tourists to Taiwan. With hardly any Chinese tourists in 2020 and 
its early isolation policy, Taiwanese businesses could continue operating 
normally relative to other high-income economies undergoing quarantines 
and lockdowns. However, global demand for Taiwan’s exports especially in 
technology has softened and the economy is projected to contract consider-
ably. The recovery will be further complicated by an intensifcation of the 
competition between the United States and China and the decoupling of the 
supply chain. Thus, the KMT’s solution to lean more heavily on China will 
continue to be relevant, but only if it can persuade voters that it can curry 
favour with Beijing without sacrifcing Taiwan’s security. 

So the double bind – the choice between promoting the economy and pre-
serving Taiwan’s autonomy and identity – remains severe. It has been re-
fected in Han’s meteoric rise and sudden fall, and in the alternating futures 
of the DPP and the KMT in Taiwanese politics. Even though the pendulum 
has swung much more in favour of safeguarding Taiwan and its values, it 
will be challenging for the DPP to fnd new economic policies that can get 
Taiwan out of the high-income trap. Taiwanese voters, especially younger 
ones, care about both sound policy design and effective implementation and 
can change their minds quickly to enforce accountability. Leaders will face 
an uphill battle to show that they understand the high-income trap issues 
and can fnd novel solutions to address them that will also preserve Taiwan-
ese values and identity. 

Xi Jinping’s carrot and sticks policy and Taiwan’s response 

For Beijing, pressuring countries such as South Korea and Australia eco-
nomically, including reducing tourism, trade, and educational exchanges 
instead of relying only on diplomacy to show its displeasure on bilateral 
issues, is expected, but unifcation with Taiwan is a far more important 
core interest that demands bigger sticks and sweeter carrots. In the hope 
of winning the hearts of the Taiwanese people, Beijing has tried to offer 
positive incentives to selected sectors of Taiwanese society as part of Xi’s 
carrot-and-stick approach to Taiwan. Beijing continues to believe that ex-
panding cross-Strait economic relations can help restore a Chinese identity 
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and renew interest in unifcation. Towards this end, Beijing is willing both to 
invest generously and to use hardline measures even if confronted with in-
ternational pressure. In 2018, Beijing announced the ‘31 Preferential Meas-
ures for Taiwanese Compatriots,’ which provided a variety of commercial, 
educational, and employment opportunities to young people, businesses, 
and professionals. National treatment in terms of medical, education, and 
pension benefts has been extended to Taiwanese and Hong Kong compatri-
ots who have chosen to work on the mainland (Huang 2018). Before the 2020 
general elections, Beijing doubled down by adding ‘26 Preferential Meas-
ures for Taiwanese Compatriots,’ which allowed Taiwanese companies to 
participate in infrastructure projects and investments in China. During the 
pandemic, another ‘11 incentives’ were provided to Taishang to help allevi-
ate diffculties created by COVID-19 and to include them as benefciaries 
in China’s stimulus plans. In addition to the central government’s incentive 
schemes, local governments at all levels initiated an even wider range of 
policies to beneft Taiwanese. 

After the KMT’s 2018 election victory, economic rewards such as large im-
port orders for agricultural products were offered to cities that had thrown 
out the DPP and installed new KMT leaders (Maxon 2018). With attractive 
offers from Chinese institutions for Taiwanese, there is now a visible brain 
drain from Taiwan to China among professionals and young graduates who 
are having a hard time fnding suitable employment in Taiwan. By providing 
those material benefts, the aim was to encourage individuals and businesses 
to support the KMT and against the DPP in order to shore up support for 
unifcation. 

But overall, Beijing’s strategy tilted more towards sticks rather than car-
rots. As China’s military and economic power continues to rise, the resolu-
tion of the Taiwan issue on Beijing’s terms has emerged as a top priority and 
an integral part of Xi Jinping’s ‘Chinese Dream.’ At the 19th Party Con-
gress in 2017, Xi again emphasised Beijing’s insistence on unifcation and its 
strong opposition to Taiwan independence (Xi 2017). In 2018, as the consti-
tutional term limits on the state presidency were lifted and Xi became the 
country’s long-term leader, he reiterated that unifcation with Taiwan was 
essential to the ‘rejuvenation of the Chinese nation’ (Xi 2018). Emboldened 
by KMT’s victory in 2018, Xi further demanded that the 1992 Consensus 
and the ‘One China’ principle must be the pre-condition for restoring cross-
Strait relations. Tsai tried to mollify Beijing’s demands by stating that she 
would honour the Republic of China’s constitution and be guided by the 
‘Act Governing Relations between the Peoples of the Taiwan Area and the 
Mainland Area,’ both of which imply that Taiwan and the mainland are 
part of the same political entity, but without saying so directly. 

In January 2019, dissatisfed with Tsai’s guarded response, a confdent 
Xi stepped up the pressure and urged the people of Taiwan to circumvent 
their own government and work directly for unifcation under both the 1992 
Consensus and the OCTS framework (Xi 2019). In doing so, however, Xi 
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demanded unifcation on terms most Taiwanese found unacceptable and, 
while stating a preference for peaceful unifcation, again threatened the use 
of force if the issue were not resolved by an as yet unspecifed deadline, but 
most likely during his term in offce. Xi’s assertive approach gave Tsai an 
unexpected opportunity to demonstrate her resolve to defend Taiwan’s au-
tonomy and its way of life. Tsai had resigned from the DPP chairmanship to 
take responsibility for the party’s crushing defeat in the 2018 local elections 
and was facing increasing pressure in her party not to run for re-election 
in 2020. But after she forcefully rejected Xi’s speech, declaring that Taiwan 
would never accept OCTS and emphasising that ‘democratic values are the 
values and way of life that Taiwanese cherish,’ her popularity rebounded 
dramatically throughout 2019 (Lin 2019b). 

Beginning in June 2019, Hong Kong’s mass protests against a controver-
sial extradition law, involving a record number of two million people at one 
point, only reinforced the view that OCTS is a failure in Hong Kong and is 
unacceptable to Taiwan. The proposed bill would have facilitated sending 
accused people from Hong Kong to China to be tried in the Chinese legal 
system. The fate of the proposed law was seen as an important bellwether of 
whether China would keep its promise to grant Hong Kong a high degree of 
autonomy and to tolerate freedom of speech and press (Cheung 2019). Even 
after Hong Kong’s Chief Executive Carrie Lam withdrew the bill in October, 
the protests did not stop, and there were also international reverberations 
highlighted by the United States adopting the ‘Hong Kong Human Rights 
and Democracy Act.’ The Taiwanese expectation of the worst in Hong Kong 
was coming true (Mazza 2020). Moreover, the perceived parallels between 
Hong Kong and Taiwan were growing, with many Taiwanese fearing that 
‘today’s Hong Kong is tomorrow’s Taiwan’ (Green and Medeiros 2020). This 
has further boosted Tsai’s popularity and made the acceptance of OCTS 
even more unlikely. Any economic solution to Taiwan’s high-income trap 
that gives a central role to China has therefore become even harder to sell 
politically. 

Furthermore, as the rivalry between the United States and China inten-
sifes, Beijing appears to be more focused on pressuring Taiwan at all costs, 
perhaps because it believes time is no longer on its side especially in the 
weeks leading up to Taiwan’s 2020 elections. Specifcally, Beijing is acceler-
ating its military investments to gain superiority in the Taiwan Strait (Work 
and Grant 2019). The PLA was consistently conducting drills and exercises 
near Taiwan, with the Liaoning aircraft carrier passing through the Taiwan 
Strait, ships frequently circumnavigating Taiwan, and aircraft even entering 
Taiwan’s air defence identifcation zone (Yu and Yeh 2020). Diplomatically, 
Beijing lured the Solomon Islands and Kiribati to recognise Beijing and cut 
off ties with Taipei in the fall of 2019. Economically, Beijing further barred 
individual tourists from 47 cities from going to Taiwan, after frst restricting 
group tourists. For Taiwan to navigate between the two superpowers and 
continue to engage with China economically while ensuring that the United 
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States continues to act as Taiwan’s security guarantor had become increas-
ingly diffcult. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, Beijing has shown how it would only 
take the opportunity to make Taiwan’s position untenable rather than ex-
tend an olive branch during a humanitarian crisis. Without any help from 
China or the WHO, the DPP administration’s handling of the pandemic has 
won praise all around the world. But China then placed more pressure on 
the World Health Organization to refuse Taiwan’s participation even as an 
observer during this crisis (Rowen 2020). In addition to leveraging hard and 
sticky power, Beijing has used its sharp power to infuence and undermine 
Taiwan’s democratic process through subversive policies. China has been 
identifed to have used social media to infuence the outcome of the 2018 
local elections, as well as paid media outlets to continue to infltrate Taiwan-
ese society in the run-up to the 2020 general elections (Schmitt and Mazza 
2019). However, the disinformation campaign ironically galvanised the Tai-
wanese people to combat disinformation and uphold freedom of speech. 

Overall, the contradiction between Beijing’s positive and negative incen-
tives and the selective nature of the carrots being offered by Beijing and the 
risks they pose to Taiwan’s security have not had the impact on Taiwanese 
public opinion that Beijing had hoped for. And Hong Kong’s unrest has 
made Taiwanese even more concerned about Chinese infuence and less at-
tracted to the concept of unifcation than ever before. Beijing may eventu-
ally come to realise that Taiwanese are likely to continue to take the carrots 
without changing their minds about unifcation. This may exacerbate the 
trend for Beijing to focus more on the sticks and offer fewer carrots. 

Conclusion 

In her second term, Tsai faced new challenges, such as the COVID-19 pan-
demic, which posed a serious test for all governments trying to navigate 
between the two superpowers. However, the challenge ahead in terms of re-
viving the economy may force Taiwan to accept more dependence on China 
for its future, especially if the United States like other industrialised econ-
omies suffers relatively more than China in the face of the pandemic. The 
outcome may be similar to how China played a more important role inter-
nationally after the global fnancial crisis of 2009 by assisting both Western 
and developing countries in their recovery (Breslin 2012). If China gains 
an advantage relative to the United States and Europe after the COVID-19 
crisis, it could become more assertive in changing the international norms 
and marginalising Taiwan. Many pundits see Tsai and the DPP as playing 
with fre by leaning excessively on the United States given how inconsistent 
Donald Trump’s policies towards China have been. The implications for 
Taiwan of any missteps in this regard will be severe. 

Cross-Strait relations have always played a greater role in presidential 
contests than in local elections, but discussions of the issue will remain 
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within the new context of fnding the most effective way of escaping the 
high-income trap while preserving the autonomy that the overwhelming 
majority of Taiwanese want. Taiwanese voters’ main concern is to fnd a 
way out of Taiwan’s high-income trap without diluting their identity and 
fundamental values, including democracy, political autonomy, social jus-
tice, and environmental sustainability. The salience of identity, however, has 
increased dramatically as Beijing intensifes pressure on unifcation. It has 
become de rigueur for leaders to stand frm against Chinese intimidation 
in 2020. Such a development will put more obstacles to further economic 
integration with China, even if that should be a critically important strategy 
for escaping the high-income trap especially in the wake of the pandemic. 

The double bind makes it diffcult for any leader to fnd solutions to Tai-
wan’s high-income trap that can also maintain Taiwan’s autonomy, safe-
guard its values, and defend Taiwan’s distinctive identity. Indeed, all the 
solutions to the high-income trap involve trade-offs, and it will be diffcult 
to reach an agreement on how to prioritise competing goals and reach agree-
ment on the best policies to achieve them. Leaders will fnd it diffcult to 
mitigate the losses suffered by specifc groups in the process of rebalancing 
Taiwan’s economy, protecting its environment, and restructuring Taiwan’s 
society, even though economic reforms are urgently needed. 

In the end, the high-income trap may not have solutions that are effec-
tive, let alone easy. It may be impossible for high-income economies to grow 
at a steady rate and achieve rising standards of living. Rapid growth may 
be impossible as citizens demand greater fairness and more environmental 
sustainability. Small trading countries like Taiwan also face the issue of con-
tinuing competition from seemingly inexhaustible sources of cheaper goods 
and services, especially from a trading partner like China that is a strategic 
threat. With fewer resources than in the past, countries like Taiwan will fnd 
it extraordinarily diffcult to adapt to slower growth and re-prioritise eco-
nomic goals according to the demands of younger generations. 

Notes 
1 World Bank resets the threshold for ‘high-income economies’ each year based 

on gross national income, which is $12,376 or more in 2020. 
2 Most high-income economies are democracies. For a discussion of the correla-

tion and how economic development is conducive to democracy, see Inglehart 
and Welzel, 2009. For Taiwan, most academic theories do not suffciently show 
whether there is causality or correlation; see Wu, 2020. 

3 The 13 economies are Equatorial Guinea, Greece, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, 
Japan, Mauritius, Portugal, Puerto Rico, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, 
Spain, and Taiwan. 

4 Argentina has reached the high-income status twice but remains in the 
middle-income status. 

5 Compare this with IMF’s 2020 forecast for South Korea at −1.2%, Singapore 
−3.5%, Hong Kong −4.8%, and Japan −5.2%. See World Economic Outlook 
Database (April 2020 Edition). 
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6 Such negative distributional consequences of globalisation on high-income 
economies can be seen in the United States where wages have stagnated since 
2000. 

7 ‘Autonomy’ here includes categories ‘Maintain status quo, decide at later date,’ 
‘Maintain status quo indefnitely,’ ‘Maintain status, quo, move toward inde-
pendence,’ and ‘Independence as soon as possible.’ 

8 Another 27.5% of the respondents identify themselves as ‘both Taiwanese and 
Chinese.’ See ESC 2020. 

9 For example, 80% of young people support same-sex marriage. See Jennings 
(2016). 

10 China has convinced seven countries to sever diplomatic ties with Taiwan since 
the DPP returned to power in 2016. 

11 In 2019, 2.7 million Chinese tourists visited Taiwan, compared with 4.18 million 
in 2015, as per Tourism Statistics Database (2020). 

12 Han’s Chinese slogan was ‘Export products, welcome people in, make Kaohsi-
ung rich’ (貨出得去、人進得來，高雄發大財 ). 
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